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Introduction
Since the beginning of theatre arts in Ethiopia in 1921, children had been performing plays merely for the satisfaction of adult audience for more than six decades. Although the Ethiopian theatre started to advance towards professionalism in early 1940s, for years it could not establish an institution that targeted the entertainment of children with the given form of the art. This situation, however, was reversed in the 1980s with a practical introduction to the nature of the art at Addis Ababa University, and the founding of Children’s Entertainment and Enrichment Department by the Ministry of Culture and Sport, which later progressed to Children and Youth Theatre.

The Children and Youth Theatre in the last 22 years has undergone various developmental stages, while maintaining a professional standard and is nowadays considered one of the best children’s art centre in Africa.

This article therefore, attempts to provide general information on the historical development of Ethiopian children’s theatre to international theatre scholars, hoping that it will contribute to the total comprehension of Ethiopian theatre in particular, and African theatre in general.

Early Phase: Dramatic Elements in Children’s Tradition
Children’s theatre is a recent phenomenon in Ethiopia. There was no a single permanent place allocated for the production of children’s play until 1989.

This, however, does not mean that Ethiopian children have had no dramatic experience at all. The Ethiopian children, for centuries, have been involved in folk games that embodied dramatic elements in their content.

Children’s games like ያለ ከፋት (Bal ብና በኅ) (“Husband and Wife”), ከፋት ከና ከፋት (Leba ብና በኅ “Thief and Cop”) are few examples that demonstrate to what extent dramatic element in the forms of story, role division, mimics, dialogue, costume and property have sufficiently existed in Ethiopia folk practice.

The Ethiopian tradition imposes social obligation on community elders to guide children to be considerate of their environment and is imbued with moral qualities which seems to have necessitated the formulation of dramatic elements in the folk media. Community elders and parents, under the pretext of entertainments used to transfer accumulated knowledge and ex-
perience to children by means of these dramatic elements. Stories and games are dramatized to children either under the shade of trees in late afternoons or around fire places in the evenings. Children’s participation in the performance has always been highly encouraged. Such transfer of dramatic elements from generation to generation has guaranteed the sustainability of dramatic performance in crude forms.

The First Ethiopian Adult’s Drama in Children’s Style

Even when we look back 90 years from now and observe how the Aristotelian theatre was introduced in Ethiopia, we realize that it had a similarity with the motives and goals of our ancestors who worked hard to educate children through dramatic means.

The first Ethiopian play script written for an adult audience by Täklä Ḥawaryat Täklâmaryam had its origin in Fabula, a folk tale the author had composed in verse in 1912 to appeal to the moral sense of Iyasu, who was chosen by Emperor Manilak as the heir to the throne when he was still a child.¹

As a concerned member of the aristocracy, Täklä Ḥawaryat felt that the “Playboy manner and inordinate sexual appetite”² of the young prince would be rectified if approached through didactic literature that teaches moral lessons. It was the folk tales he had written for this specific purpose that Täklä Ḥawaryat transformed into a drama under the title izzato : Ḥawaryat: Ḥawaryats : (Fabula: Yäaawrewoč komediya, “Fable. The Comedy of Animals”) in 1920–21.³ This play was produced for the royal family and the aristocracy in Cinema Terrasse at Hotel de France in the presence of the then Crown Prince Täfärí Mâkonnan.⁴

The aristocracy, however, was not pleased with the production, for it was interpreted by the audience as satiric, and criticized the reign of Empress Zäwditu. The consequence was an immediate ban on this successful and pioneering play, and a temporal impediment to the growth of theatre in Ethiopia.⁵

Despite the childish nature of the form and content, the effect triggered by Fabula: Yäaawrewoč komediya on the adult audience was serious. The simplicity of almost all the dramatic elements and the use of animal characters, as well as the involvement of boys as actors in the stage production,⁶

¹ Täklä Ḥawaryat Täklâmaryam 1913: 1–2.
³ Kane 1975: 7.
⁴ Täklä Ḥawaryat Täklâmaryam 1998 [2006]: xxxvii.
⁵ Gérard 1971: 286.
however, fairly put *Fabula: Ya’awrwoč kōmediya* under the category of children’s play. Thus, we can safely say that the first European styled play staged in Ethiopia had the tendency of being children’s art, though it was intended for adult audience.

**Children in School Drama: Acting for Adult Audience**

The development of formal education, particularly the founding of modern schools in early 20th century laid a fertile ground for Ethiopian children to engage in theatre experiences. The expatriate teaching staff, that had exposure to the theatre arts before they came to Ethiopia, introduced acting techniques to students, and then started staging plays mostly for the consumption of Crown Prince Tafari Makonnen and members of the aristocracy.

Märsa’e Hazän’ remembers that the play productions shown in Amharic at the Glaze Hotel in front of the Crown Prince in April 1926, and the full-length drama that was staged in May 1926 to raise funds in order to educate freed slaves in a boarding school, were performed by children from Tafari Makonnen School.

Likewise, students of Manilk II Secondary School performed in plays directed by Yoftahe Nguše and Mäl’aku Baggosaw in July 1927 and 1928.

The steps taken by Emperor Ḥaylā Sollase’s government in constructing halls in the Tafari Makonnen School’s compound in 1928,8 and the establishing of semi-professional theatre under the administration of Manilk School in 19359 were historical in initiating a strong relationship between children and the theatre arts. It is noteworthy to mention here that in 1928, children and expatriate teachers of Tafari Makonnen and Manilk II Secondary School advanced to producing dramas in English, French and Italian.

The incorporation of drama in Manilk II Secondary School’s curriculum also took theatre to the grass root level by involving children in all class rooms. Ladislas Farago10 who visited the school in 1935 states that “… Minilik School had a pleasant curriculum, starting with lesson and ending with acting.” Such a trend obviously broadened the opportunity for Ethiopian children to familiarize themselves more with theatre arts, both as performers and audiences.

The advent of Italian aggression on Ethiopia during World War II was another factor that prompted the involvement of children in theatre activities.

---

7 MĀRS̀E ḤAZĀN WĀLDAQIRQOS 1999 [2007]: 305–308.
9 *Farago* 1935: 170.
Yoftahe Naguše, Mäl'aku Bäggösäw, K. Nalvandian, Ḥaddis ‘Alamayyähu on the eve of the Italian invasion in 1934 and 1935, continuously produced agitation plays with school children to enhance the feeling of Ethiopian national patriotism within the public.

After the victory over Italian Fascism in the early 1940s, Yoftahe continued to produce plays with children actors at schools for parents, and at the palace for the Royal family and members of the aristocracy. Emperor Ḥayläl Ṣallase, well aware of the value of theatre when he was in exile in England during the Italian invasion, began to encourage gifted child actors after attending performances on his birth and coronation days. He even went to the extent of instructing his grandchildren to show religious plays to the Royal family on Christmas.13

The contribution made by Šanəddu Gábru in providing a unique opportunity for female students to participate in theatre production at the Empress Menen Girls Boarding School (Ŭtege Mânän School), particularly between 1947 to 1950, was historical. Girls from this school used to perform both female and male characters on campus for parents; at the palace for the Emperor, the Royal family and members of the aristocracy, and occasionally at the Cinema Ethiopia for the general public.14

The publications of full-length plays in the mid 20th century by notable Ethiopian playwrights have also created a favorable condition for children to have an easy access to plays. This situation has motivated Boy Scout clubs and members of the Orthodox Christian Association in various schools to engage in drama production, with the intention of raising funds for their organizations. Through these objectives, the concept and the taste of the art has been disseminated to a considerable number of Ethiopian children.

Children in Political Play: Towards Martyrdom and Freedom

Such a participation of children in school productions developed over the years the awareness regarding the efficacy of the art, and enabled radical students to use drama as a weapon for their struggle against Därg’s barracksocialism in the early years of the Ethiopian Revolution. The clandestine youth-wing of the Ethiopian People Revolutionary Party (EPRP) staged various agitprop plays in urban residential areas to mobilize the community to rise up against Mängst Gü Ḥayläl Maryam’s dictatorial regime. In return, the regime brutally massacred the children who participated in such a

13 MINISTRY OF INFORMATION 1957 [1965]: 362.
‘counter revolutionary activity’. It is not to be forgotten that children performing an anti-government play in the vicinity of Märkato in 1977 had been gunned down right on the stage.

Likewise, the Tigray People’s Liberation Front, the Ethiopian Peoples Democratic Movement (later to be known as the Amhara National Democratic Movement), and Eritrean People’s Liberation Front considered agitprop musical drama as the best instrument to mobilize the peasantry into the armed struggle against Mängästu’s dictatorial regime. The art troupes of these organizations performed musical dramas almost in all countriesides of their target regions, whereby drama, in its edutainment form was introduced to the rural children of Tagray, Amhara and Eritrea. Some members of these art troupes have paid with their life while accomplishing their mission.15

In the meantime, those children thrown into jail in 1977 and 1978, for opposing Mängästu’s dictatorial regime in urban areas used drama as a means to freedom. Due to the infiltration of EPRP sympathizers into Mängästu’s party, the government was deluded that ‘counter revolutionary’ children could be converted revolutionary through cadre’s teaching. The children in custody were persuaded to denounce their previous political stand in public and prove with tangible evidence their loyalty to the government. The children used this to their advantage and engaged actively in producing fake ‘pro-government’ political poetry, music and drama to raise fund for Yännat hägär tärri (“Call of Mother Land”), the government’s project to generate finance and material resource for war against freedom fighters in the northern and eastern part of the country. As a result, many children who had been accused of changing their political stance by the regime were released from jails.

The Beginning of proper Children’s theatre

No proper children’s theatre was staged in Ethiopia up until the 1980s. One of the reasons was lack of awareness of the technical demarcation between adult’s and children’s theatre. Children’s drama, in its peculiar form and content was introduced in Ethiopia by Professor Robert McLaren and Professor Peter Harrop in the Theatre Arts Department at the Addis Ababa University in 1980, with the production of Ţäňkãlänäw Käbbädá “Cunning Käbbädá”). The drama was later performed for St. Mary Elementary School children, where it was greeted with enthusiasm.

The success and the effect of the drama then motivated an insight to the theatre graduates to convince the Ministry of Culture and Sport that atten-

15 IYASU BÄRÄHE, interview 2007.
tion should be given to children’s theatre production. As a result, the Ministry of Culture and Sport created *Yähsäannät Mäznaña unna Mahälsägga* Wanna Kofal (“Children’s Entertainment and Enrichment Department”) in 1982, and Altayyäwärq Zälläqä was assigned to find a means by which knowledge could be transferred from socialist countries to Ethiopia, a task which took her almost a year to accomplish.

**Children’s theatre in Adult’s Play-houses**

In accordance with the cultural agreement between Ethiopia and the Federal Democratic Republic of Germany, a German theatre director came to Addis Abâba in November 1983 with a German children’s play-script. The play was translated into Amharic, and was produced at the Ethiopian National Theatre for children audiences. This production, called *Gobäze* (“The Brave”) became the first professional children’s play, marking a turning point in the history of Ethiopian children’s theatre.

Despite its technical and artistic quality, the production of *Gobäze* as witnessed by the writer of this paper was beyond the capacity of the child-audience’s imagination and comprehension. The Bertolt Brecht methodology of the staging, in addition to the philosophical concept of class struggle in the story of the play, overshadowed the entertaining side of the drama. The didactic nature of *Gobäze* superseded its artistic value. It can be said that the production was more appealing to an adult audience than to children’s mentality in the Ethiopian context.

The significance of *Gobäze* to the Ethiopian theatre was rather the experience it offered to the local artists in terms of capacity building towards self reliance. Those dramatists who participated in *Gobäze*’s production process indirectly acquired knowledge of how children’s play could be written and directed.

A year later, Altayyäwärq Zälläqä, who assisted the German director, succeeded in producing *Šädal* (“Light”), a Bulgarian children’s play translated into Amharic, at the Hağär Fäqor Tiyatör. Šädal’s interpretation fitted to the children’s emotion because it was adapted and directed by an Ethiopian who was familiar with the psychology and environment of Ethiopian children.

The story of the play revolved around a destitute girl, who clashed with an egocentric daughter of a prosperous man. It was based on a type of class conflict which reached a climax with the victory of the poor over the rich girl.

In 1985, an Amharic version of a Bulgarian play, *Yätärraraw Nfäfa* (“Wind of the Mountain”), was produced by Aläšû Mume at the Ras Theatre. The adventurous dramatic actions of a boy and wind
characters in the play generated suspense and surprise to capture the attention of child-audience throughout the performance.

In the same year, Gädlu Assäggodåw, who had exposure to theatre training in Germany, translated two German children’s plays into Amharic. Both plays, የጎጎ ኪር (Tancāl enna Gart “Rabbit and Porcupine”), and ኪጎጎ ኢጵ (Aratt muziqäñoč “Four Musicians”) were performed at the National Theatre. The productions were enriched by physical actions, going to the extent of narrowing the gap between performers and the audience by breaking the fourth-wall for children’s interaction. Tancāl enna Gart, as a moral lesson warned children against the consequences of negligence, while Aratt muziqäñoč advocated the reward for hard work and excellence.

A new dawn in the history of Ethiopian theatre occurred in 1986. The children’s theatre production which had depended on translations form German and Bulgarian play scripts began to acquire its own Ethiopian originality. ከላ መማን ሕማፋ emerged as the first Ethiopian author of original children’s plays by producing ከጎጎ ከብ (Anbässe “The Lion”) at the National Theatre. Anbässe was a well made play with four beast characters. The production directed by Kbabaw Magaśa however, was overambitious in trying to reach its audience didactically by cramming minor themes such as jealousy, wickedness, laziness and diligence into it.

Between 1986 and 1989, with the exception of የጎጎ (Doyo “Fatty”), ከላ መማን’s second play staged at the Hagär Faq̈r Tiyaẗar in 1988, children’s drama reverted to translated plays. Gädlu Assäggodåw translated two German plays as ከጎጎ (Timi “[Mr] Timi”) and ከጎጎ ከብ (Gobäzu Lobs Säfi “The Brave Clothier”) for the National Theatre and the Hagär Faq̈r Tiyaẗar in 1987 and 1989 respectively. Two more translated plays staged at the National Theatre were ‘Alamayyahu Gābrā ከयዊት’s ከጎጎ ከብ (Falafse “The Philosopher”), directed by Getnäłat ዐንያኔ in 1988, and Tāsomā Barhanu’s ከጎጎ ከብ (Dimtu Bâkåtāma “Dimtu in the City”) directed by Altayyawiärq Zälläq in 1989. Dimtu Bâkåtāma was considered unique for accommodating Muslim character in children’s performances for the first time.

Revolution: Children and Youth Theatre as proper Children’s theatre

In July 1989, a major development in Ethiopian children’s theatre occurred with the decision of the Ministry of Culture and Sport, which by then had been rallying behind the slogan ‘the Best for Children!’. The 200 seat hall on the former YMCA campus at Arat Kilo was designated a permanent art centre for children. Miłiyon Şagabe was appointed the Acting Manager of Children and Youth Theatre. The hall, though appropriate in size and location for Addis Abāba children theatre goers was given insufficient attention
to transform it into a convenient theatrical auditorium and stage. The chairs were also oversized for children, thereby obstructing their vision. Lack of manpower and budget were also obstacles to start production in the desired time at the Children and Youth Theatre.

The first production at this permanent children theatre once again fell under the influence of German Theatre. A German Play was translated into Amharic jointly by Gàdlu Assagaddàw and Miliyon Šagabe as የአንድስት ከማወሳ እምምአብት (“Lady of Rain”), and was directed by a German theatre expert who brought make-up, properties and costumes with him for the production. That production was partially successful in its theatrical elements. Nevertheless, the exaggerated costume, the high pitched sound effects, and the highly matured subject matters were not comfortable for some of the child-audience, leading them to cry in horror.

In the same year, ‘Alàmàwàyyàhù Gàbrà Hâywà́t’s ይወያ አትሸ (Yàgànfo Tàrara “Mountain of Porridge”) was directed by Addis ከሸኔያስ, who had acquired staging experience while performing in the previous German oriented production. Her production received better acceptance from children because she learned from the shortcomings of የአንድስት ከማወሳ እምምአብት to work towards localizing the theatrical elements.

The translated play of ከአይላ ሴኔማ ሡሮቅ, የአንድስት ከማወሳ እምምአብት (“Grinding Mill of Eggs”) was directed by Mossisa Qàgà in 1991. The play did not run for more than a month due to political unrest at the climax of the armed struggle between EPRDF and government forces. The power vacuum between the downfall of the Dàrg and the emerging of EPRDF to power threw the play-house into the hands of looters. Video and audio equipment donated by the government of Japan were stolen, and stage-lights were broken into pieces. The police at last secured the gate of the play-house to avoid further looting.

Two years later in 1993, the Children and Youth Theatre was reopened in a better organized form with adequate funding and manpower allocated by the Ministry of Culture and Sport. Mossisa Qàgà was appointed as the General Manager, and experts of theatre arts, music and painting were also assigned to the theatre. የአንድስት ከማወሳ እምምአብት as a transitory production was revived in July 1993.

After four months, ይስስት ከማወሳ (Màlìkòt “The Pigeon”), an original play by Aboneh Ashagrie, which had been on rehearsal during the power vacuum, was staged by Abàbbà Kàbbàdà at the theatre. Màlìkòt demonstrated the evil characters of dictatorship, and advocated power transfer through democratic means. The four characters: Pigeon, Lion, Jackal, and Oak were symbolically portrayed with hot dramatic actions, maintaining continuous verbal interactions with the children for a participatory effect.
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A year later, Efrem Bääqälä’s \(\text{ለ} \text{: \text{አ} \text{: \text{ው}}\) (Tọta Abba Māla “The Wise Ape”) was directed by Azeb Kábbādā. The story of the play revolved around a downsized ape that outsmarted a giant elephant. The play attempted to transmit a message that hypocrisy, pride and overconfidence would bring about the downfall of a person who bears them.

Youth Drama Program

At the beginning of 1994, the Children and Youth Theatre made a new attempt to live up to its mission by producing \(\text{ለ} \text{: \text{አ} \text{: \text{ው}}\) (Fitæmna Ġärba “Front and Back”), a romantic drama for children in the upper age category. The play was produced jointly by Abraham Naguse and Tāsfay Bääqälā. Despite a successive advertisement on the Ethiopian television, the number of young people attracted to the theatre was minimal. This was seen as a failure, and the theatre since then, has not targeted the youth as an independently classified audience.

In November 1995, Asfaw Ġasmat directed Tāsfaye Bääqälā’s \(\text{ለ} \text{: \text{አ} \text{: \text{ው}}\) (Hod Amlaku “Stomach Worshipper”), which was geared to shape the mentality of children against selfishness, opportunism, dishonesty, and cynicism.

In January 1995, the Children and Youth Theatre took an innovative move by producing a play in a language which had never been a medium of children’s drama production. Yăgānño Tārara was translated from Amharic into ṭagrāñana by Azeb Kábbādā as \(\text{ለ} \text{: \text{አ} \text{: \text{ው}}\) (Tambuk Amba), and it was staged for 250 ṭagrāñana-speaking invited guests. The number of children in the auditorium however, was not more than a fifth of the total audience. Tambuk Amba was replaced by \(\text{ለ} \text{: \text{አ} \text{: \text{ው}}\) (Hulätt Wändammamač čőćč “Two Brothers”), a Norwegian play translated by Mossisa Qăqălā.

\(\text{ለ} \text{: \text{ለ} \text{: \text{ለ}}\) (Abba Guggu “The Monster”, lit. “Father Guggu”), written by Aboneh Ashagrie, also caused an undesirable dramatic effect when it was directed by Azeb Kábbādā in 1995. The high pitched voice and the furious mask of the main actor were terrifying and made some of children cry and leave the auditorium before the end of the performance. The play, however, benefited from comments given by parents, and after immediate corrections, it ran once a week for almost a year until Mossisa Qăgăl’s \(\text{ለ} \text{: \text{ለ} \text{: \text{ለ}}\) (Waŀaw “The Cave”), evidently a moral play substituted it in June 1996.

\(\text{ለ} \text{: \text{ለ} \text{: \text{ለ}}\) (Tänkolu “The Mischievous”), written by Asfaw Ġasmat, and directed by Azeb Kábbādā in October 1996, became controversial due to the different interpretations given to the content and the title of the play. It was misunderstood as a play that inclined to inculcate the mischievous behaviour of the adventurous character in children, that was portrayed in the play. The playwright argued that his reason for amplifying ‘mischief’ through the ill-mannered character and the title was to magnify the adverse
behaviour, so and warn children from evil deeds. The controversy in the newspapers about the play on the other hand, became a blessing in disguise to popularize the play and run full house for six months.

The Children and Youth Theatre, motivated by the then new constitution that emphasizes equality of religions, produced a play with Muslim characters and setting for the second time. The play was transliterated from a Norwegian children’s play into Amharic by Mossisa Qägalä as እሆች-ሄር (Ma’aruf), and was directed by Asfaw Aśmat in March 1996.

Between 1997 and 2000, seven morality plays were staged at the Children and Youth Theatre. Three of them, የቁጥ (Robot), ኮስ (Anko “Chimpanzee”), and ግడጆ (Balatambawi “Cunning”) were written by Asfaw Aśmat; Därários ለላወ የወሩፋ የሆነ (Yäqäbärı Bahätwi “The Monk Fox”) and ኳግ (Addaına “The Hunter”). ዀርረር አርርመ’s ቴሆ (Zaki), and Solomon Taddäsa’s እናት: ወር (Տաֆա“That’s Fare “Sweet Fruit”) were also staged in those years. The plays were directed by Azeb Kääbadä, Banyam ይለለ ሦለስ, Täfsa Börhane, Asfaw Aśmat and Solomon Taddäsa respectively.

**Puppetry Introduced to Ethiopian Theatre**

The Theatre has all along been trying to keep abreast of international standard by developing links with European and North American children dramatists. As a result, the employees of the theatre have received training in the art of puppetry from German experts in the 1990s, and the Theatre has proven itself in this by producing three puppet shows of its own.

The puppet workshop was conducted by an artistic director of children theatre from Seattle (USA), for twelve days in Addis Abäba in 1998, and was also significant in raising the technical ability of the staff of Children and Youth Theatre in this regards.

**Children’s Drama for Parents’ Awareness – Raising**

In addition to entertaining plays, seven educational plays were staged by Asfaw Aśmat between 1994 and 1997 at the Ethiopian Children and Youth Theatre, with financial support from UNICEF, UNESCO and RADA BARNA. The plays: የተፋ (Gëawq “Extractor”), ያሆሌ (Däwäl “Bell”), የሆ የሆ (Balatambawi “Gun Man”), የሆ የሆ (Yätäsfä Qän “Day of Hope”), እርመ (Jergiene “[Mr] Jergiene”), የሆ (Raği “Amazing”), and የሆ የሆ (Yägalä Tarufat “Treasure of Body”) were aimed at creating awareness for parent-audiences focusing on harmful traditional practices, child care and HIV/AIDS.

16 Asfaw Aśmat, interview 1999.
17 USIS 1998.
Private Cultural and Arts Centres as Alternatives

In the last decade Children and Youth Theatre continued staging play-scripts written by the employees of the theatre with an almost identical style, already established as the norm, but was not able to entertain the growing demand of children for new and fresh plays. This fact then incited the Mega Arts Centre as well as Pushkin Russian Cultural Centre to consider children’s play production as an area of business.

The Mega Arts Centre staged Därrässä Bäläynäh’s የማ ለvae Af (“Yäwaf Af “Beak”) in 1998; and Aboneh Ashagrie’s የማ ለআ (“Yäsamayu Säw “The Man from the Sky”) in 1999 at the newly reconstructed የማ ለŀ (“Säyt an Bet “House of Satan”), which was the oldest historical hall, where the first Ethiopian play was performed some 90 years ago. Mega Arts Centre, thereafter, pulled itself out of the business due to the fact that the high production costs and the low entrance fees did not justify the expenditure of the company.

Pushkin Russian Cultural Centre launched a weekly program by staging кяӈԖѧѳӊӍп (“Läman Yäsäqbbänäl? “Why do they laugh at me?”). In 2002 and 2003, የማ ለሂ (Tämmästu Fätäri “The Little Creator”) and የማ ለጊ (Yäpom Kärättit “Sack of Apple”) were produced successively by Ayalnäh Mulat, then the general manager of the centre. Ayalnäh Mulat, up until his departure from the centre in 2010, has produced የማ ለጊ (Diyabolososna Åskär “Devil and Servant”), የማ ለእ (Bärari Ahya “The Flying Donkey”), የማ ለማ (Yärgäb Qäläbät “The Ring of Pigeon”), የማ ለመ (Abba Märo “Father Märo”), የማ ለљ (Yäsat Leba “Thief of Fire”), የማ ለጊ (Yäbahër Awe “Beast of Sea”), የማ ለጊ (Yäytocä Nagäät “Queen of Rats”), የማ ለጊ (Albaś “Dressing Maid”), and የማ ለጊ (Duläcä Qäbäro “Gray Fox”). Pushkin Russian Cultural Centre has now pulled out from producing children’s drama, with an intention to focus more on promoting Russian culture in order to go in line with the name and objective of the institution.

Children’s Theatre in Ethiopia

Children’s Drama in Movie Theatres

Hôbôst Asäffa, who directed Ayalnäh Mulat’s Läman Yäsäqbbänäl, Tämmästu Fätäri and Yäpom Kärättit at Pushkin Russian Cultural Centre, found a new venue for children’s drama at private movie theatres. She produced የማ ለመ:
Aboneh Ashagrie

ъѣѣ (Doktár Qäbärö “Dr. Fox”), እታ Meditation (Worraye “Kitty”) at the Alăm Cinema in 2004, and revived the latter at the Aggonã Cinema in 2006.

In addition to that, a group of theatre graduates who have organized themselves in 2011 to specialize in the production of children’s drama, have arranged with Ambassador Cinema to stage Aboneh Asagrie’s Abba Guggu on weekly bases.

School Tours

Those theatre graduates have also established the tradition of school tours by taking Abba Guggu to Gannät Public Elementary School and AYB Academy. The group members are Manyazwal Getachew, Betâlehem Barhanu, Mássálá Ḥaylit, Ma’rag Mákonnn, Sáblá Lámm and Málaku Alámmáw.

Conclusion

The Ethiopian children’s theatre has undergone a quantitative and qualitative development in the last two decades, and has reached a professional standard at present. The art that was initiated in the 1980s by the Ministry of Culture and Sport without adequate planning and logistics has now grown up to a high standard with the basic assistance of German and American connoisseurs of children’s theatre. The introduction of Children’s Theatre as a course in the curriculum of the Theatre Arts Department at the Addis Ababa University in 2007 has also been a guarantee to the sustainability of the art.

In spite of such an accumulated knowledge and skills of the arts, children’s theatre still remains city bound, limited to the service of the Addis Ababa children. The vast majority of Ethiopian children are denied access to drama, for the simple reason that attention has not yet been given to the UN Convention on the Rights of Children which the Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia signed in 1992. All regional states in Ethiopia, therefore must abide by the statements of the convention, and find a means by which the rich experience that has been accumulated at the Addis Ababa Children and Youth Theatre can be disseminated to the countrysides where the bulk of children reside.
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Summary

When theatre arts emerged in Ethiopia 90 years ago, all characters in the pioneering play were performed solely by children in front of the Crown Prince TÃfÃri MÄkwÃnn, and members of the aristocracy. The tradition of considering children as a main force of stage production, and the tendency of showing dramatic performance by students to the benefit of adult audience, likewise, continued up until the establishment of the first professional public theatre in 1942. It was late in early 1980s that a change in perspective occurred to urge the indispensability of producing plays for children’s consumption. Such a new insight, within a few years, led to the establishment of the Children and Youth Theatre in Addis Abâba. This article chronologically portrays the history and development of Ethiopian children’s theatre and will hopefully add knowledge to the account of African theatre in particular and the world theatre in general.